ExamView Narratives

Narratives are a great way of inserting special instructions, word banks, reading passages, diagrams, etc. into an ExamView test.

Creating a Narrative
At any point while creating your ExamView assessment…
- Click on <Question>, <Narratives>
- Click <New>
- Type the narrative (special instructions, word bank, reading passage, or insert an image, etc.)
- Name the narrative in the lower right hand corner and click <Record>
- Click <Done> when finished or <New> if you wish to create more narratives

Inserting a Narrative in an Assessment
- Double click on the question where you wish the narrative inserted
- Click on the drop-down arrow of the <Narrative> section. Do not click on the word <narrative> (this is another way of creating a new narrative).
- Choose the appropriate narrative from the list
- Click <Record>